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Abstract

We consider the following problem of scheduling with conflicts (SWC): Find a minimum makespan
schedule on identical machines where conflicting jobs cannot be scheduled concurrently. We study
the problem when conflicts between jobs are modeled by general graphs.

Our first main positive result is anexactalgorithm for two machines and job sizes in{1, 2}. For
jobs sizes in{1, 2, 3}, we can obtain a4

3
-approximation, which improves on the3

2
-approximation

that was previously known for this case. Our main negative result is that for jobs sizes in{1, 2, 3, 4},
the problem is APX-hard.

Our second contribution is the initiation of the study of an online model forSWC, where we
present the first results in this model. Specifically, we prove a lower bound of2− 1

m
on the compet-

itive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm form machines and unit jobs, and an upper bound
of 2 when the algorithm is not restricted computationally. For three machines we can show that
an efficient greedy algorithm achieves this bound. For two machines we present a more complex
algorithm that achieves a competitive ratio of2 − 1

7
when the number of jobs is known in advance

to the algorithm.
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1 Introduction

We consider the problem ofscheduling with conflicts(SWC), defined as follows. There arem identical
machines. The input consists of a setJ of n jobs with processing times{pj}j∈J , and a conflict graph
G = (J,E) over the jobs. Each edge inE models a pair of conflicting jobs that cannot be scheduled
concurrently (on different machines). Ascheduleis an assignment of time intervals on them machines
to the jobs that satisfies the following conditions: (i) eachjob j ∈ J is assigned an interval of lengthpj on
one machine; (ii) intervals on the same machine do not overlap; and (iii) intervals assigned to conflicting
jobs do not overlap. Themakespanof a schedule is the largest endpoint of an interval assignedto a job.
We are interested in schedules that minimize the makespan.

Scheduling with conflicts generally arises as resource-constrained scheduling [GG75]. In this setting
there is a set of resources, each with a certain supply. Each job has a specified demand for each resource.
A conflict arises between a subset of jobs if their cumulativedemand of a resource exceeds its supply. In
general this setting can be modeled by a conflict hypergraph.In special cases, a conflict graph suffices,
e.g., if the resources are nonsharable. In [BC96] an application of this type is presented for balancing
the load in a parallel computation. In [HKP+03] other applications are mentioned in traffic intersection
control, frequency assignment in cellular networks, and session management in local area networks. An
application derived from a problem of assigning operationsto processors, where the operations are given
in a flow graph, is described in [BJ95].

In the online version ofSWC, each jobj has a release timerj that specifies when the job arrives.
A job j arrives together with the conflict edges to all jobs whose release time is at mostrj. Hence,
the conflict graph is revealed as the jobs arrive. A jobj can be scheduled starting any timet ≥ rj .
Scheduling decisions at timet can only depend on jobs that have arrived before or at timet. This model
is often calledscheduling over time. We compare the makespan of the schedule computed by an online
algorithm to the makespan of an optimal offline algorithm whose input consists of the whole conflict
graph and the release times of all the jobs. We are interestedin bounding the competitive ratio, i.e., the
worst case ratio between the online makespan and the optimaloffline makespan.

Problems involving conflict scheduling can be classified according to the following parameters:
(i) The objective: minimum makespan, minimum sum of completion times, maximum response time
(latency). (ii) Job model: unit jobs, arbitrary processingtimes with/without preemption, batch schedul-
ing. (iii) Number of machinesm: fixed or unlimited. In this paper we focus on the case characterized
by the minimum makespan objective, nonpreemptive processing, and a fixed number of machines. We
consider the cases of unit jobs, short jobs, and arbitrary processing times. One may further character-
ize problems by: (iv) Online/Offline model: In the online model, jobs arrive at different release times.
(v) Conflict graph: general or belonging to specific classes (e.g., trees, interval graphs, etc.) We consider
both the online and offline models, and treat general graphs.

1.1 Previous results

A more general case of scheduling with conflicts (i.e., conflicts might not be representable by a graph)
was studied by Garey & Graham [GG75]. They analyzed a type of greedy list scheduling algorithm,
and their analysis implies an approximation ratio ofm+1

2 for SWC. We prove the tightness of this upper
bound by presenting examples with unit jobs in which the conflicts can be represented by a graph and the
algorithm is forced to have an approximation ratio ofm+1

2 .1 Baker & Coffman [BC96] consideredSWC

with unit jobs under the namemutual exclusion scheduling. An optimal algorithm for two machines and
unit jobs based on matching is described in [GJ75, BC96].

By a reduction fromPARTITION [GJ79], SWC is weakly NP-hard for two machines and arbitrary

1Garey & Graham [GG75] proved a lower bound ofm+1

2
for a more general problem and in particular their lower bound

construction does not correspond to a graph.
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processing times even if the conflict graph is empty. Strong NP-hardness is known to hold in the unit
case form ≥ 3 in general graphs [BC96] and for various special graphs, including: complements of
comparability graphs form ≥ 3 [Lon92], interval graphs form ≥ 4 [BJ93], and permutation graphs for
m ≥ 6 [Jan03].

SWC with unit jobs onm machines is equivalent to finding a minimum coloring of the conflict
graph in which every color class contains at mostm vertices, known asm-bounded coloring. The
correspondence between these problems is based on assigning a different color to each time unit in the
schedule, thus the number of colors equals the makespan of the schedule. This case was considered by
Baker and Coffman [BC96], who gave a greedy algorithm that yields a schedule whose makespan is
within an additivedk of the optimal, wherek = ⌈n/m⌉+1 anddk is thekth largest degree in the graph.
However, this result does not give a nontrivial approximation ratio if thek-th largest degree is close
to n. Special graphs for which them-bounded coloring problem (SWC with unit jobs) is polynomially
solvable include: forests [BC96], split graphs and complements of interval graphs [Lon92], cographs
and bipartite graphs [BJ93, HHK93], constant treewidth [KGS95], and line graphs [Alo83]. In [BC96],
a constant approximation algorithm is presented for the case in which the conflict graph is obtained from
a two-dimensional domain decomposition problem.

1.2 Observations based on previous results

SWC with unit jobs can be formulated as a set cover problem with sets of size at mostm. Applying
the greedy algorithm for set cover gives an approximation ratio of Hm. This approximation ratio can
be improved (for small values ofm) toHm − 1

2 due to a result of Duh and Fürer [DF97]. By applying
scaling, the approximation ratio for unit jobs can be extended to arbitrary processing times. Scaling
incurs an increase in the approximation ratio that is logarithmic in the ratio between the maximum
processing time and the minimum processing time. If this ratio is larger thanlog n, then additional
scaling can be used to reduce the approximation ratio toO(log n · log m).

On the hardness side, the problem is already APX-hard in the case of unit jobs andm = 3. Pe-
trank [Pet94] proved that it is NP-hard to distinguish between instances of 3-Dimensional-Matching that
admit a perfect matching and instances that admit only matchings that cover a(1 − ǫ)-fraction of the
elements. The same proof also implies a hardness gap for maximum packing of triangles in a graph.
This, in turn, implies a hardness gap for scheduling with conflicts of unit jobs on3 machines.

If we view m as a non-constant parameter, then the problem is highly non-trivial on general graphs.
In order to schedulem jobs in a single round, you need to find an independent set of sizem in the conflict
graph. There are no algorithms known for this that run in timeno(m); the fact that the Independent Set
problem is complete for the complexity classW [1] [DF95] suggests that improvements may not be
possible. And even if we are satisfied with smaller sets, there currently are no known polynomial time
algorithms that findω(1)-size independent sets, even when the independence number is

√
n. Thus, we

cannot expect ano(m)-approximation factor, even for unit jobs, in time polynomial independent ofm.
Further, for unboundedm, the unit jobs case is equivalent to the classic graph coloring problem, which
is NP-hard to approximate withinn1−ǫ-ratio [FK98, Zuc06], for anyǫ > 0.

1.3 Our results: the offline model.

The approximation ratios in the offline model are summarizedin Table 1. Given the hardness results
mentioned previously, we focus on the basic case ofm = 2.

On the positive side we give anoptimal algorithm for two machines with processing timespj ∈
{1, 2} and a4/3-approximation algorithm forpj ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Note that a factor of4/3 improves on
the3/2-approximation that can be obtained using [GG75]. The first result is based on constructing an
appropriate auxiliary graph whose vertices are jobs or “slices” of jobs and finding a maximum matching
in this graph. We then show how to turn the matching found intoan optimal schedule. Interestingly, this
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algorithm is related to finding a maximumb-matching forb = 2 when theb-matching is required to be
bipartite. The second result (forpj ∈ {1, 2, 3}) is obtained by a reduction to the first result. For a direct
proof of this approximation ratio see [Kap07]. On the negative side, we show that forpj ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
the problem is APX-hard. We leave as an open problem the question of the exact status of the case
pj ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

processing timespj #machinesm approximation ratio technique

unit m Hm − 1
2 m-set-cover (based on [DF97])

arbitrary m O(log min{maxj pj

minj pj
, n} · log m) m-set-cover+ scaling

arbitrary m m+1
2 greedy (list scheduling) [GG75]

{1, 2} 2 1 (optimal) maximum matching

{1, 2, 3} 2 4/3 reduction to{1, 2}
{1, 2, 3, 4} 2 APX-hard

Table 1: Approximation ratios for scheduling with conflicts. The first two algorithms have running time
exponential inm while the third has running time polynomial inm. Lines above the double rule refer to
results based on previous work.

1.4 Our results: the online model.

We present the first results forSWC in the online model (summarized in Table 2). These results include
lower and upper bounds for the competitive ratio of deterministic online algorithms. We begin by ana-
lyzing a greedy algorithm for unit jobs andm = 2 machines. In contrast to the greedy list scheduling
algorithm [GG75] (in the offline model), the greedy algorithm (in the online model) is shown to be no
better than the trivial algorithm that uses a single machine. Namely, we prove that the competitive ratio
of the greedy algorithm is2 regardless of whether it uses a First In First Out (FIFO) or Last In First
Out (LIFO) policy. Form > 2, a competitive ratio of2 is achievable for arbitrary processing times in
exponential time by computing an optimal schedule of the pending jobs in phases2. Form = 3 and unit
jobs a2-competitive ratio can be obtained in polynomial time. We nearly match this upper bound for
unit jobs by a lower bound of2 − 1

m . In general, an offlineρ-approximation implies an onlineρ + 2
competitive ratio (andρ + 1 for unit jobs).

The true value of the best possible competitive ratio is an intriguing open question. We make a step
in this direction by giving a nontrivial deterministic online algorithm form = 2 with a competitive ratio
of 2− 1

7 . The algorithm is “non-oblivious” in the sense that it is given the number of jobs in advance; this
assumption can be removed at the cost of slightly increasingthe competitive ratio and flipping a single
coin. The algorithm is based on the observation from our lower bounds that FIFO behaves badly when
many jobs appear early in the schedule, while LIFO behaves badly when the jobs appear at a relatively
slow rate. Roughly speaking the algorithm decides to followeither (a variant of) the FIFO policy or (a
variant of) the LIFO policy depending on the rate at which thejobs arrive.

1.5 Other Related Work.

A special type of resource-constrained problem, in fact a subproblem ofSWC, is the scheduling of
multiprocessor tasks with dedicated processors (see [Dro96] for a dated review). Each job is given with
a specified set of processors that it requires the exclusive use of during its execution. Here, the processors

2This follows from [SWW95] and we include a proof for completeness
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processing timespj #machinesm competitive ratio comment

arbitrary m 2 exp. time [SWW95]

arbitrary m ρm + 2 (ρm + 1 for unit jobs) ρm-approximate offline alg.

unit m ≥ 2− 1
m

arbitrary m m+2
2 (m+1

2 for unit jobs,m ≥ 3) greedy alg.

unit 2 2− 1
7 non-oblivious model

Table 2: Lower and upper bounds on the competitive ratio forSWC in the online model. Results in lines
above the double rule are based on recomputing an offline solution of the pending jobs in several phases.

are the resource, and the number of resources ism while the number of “machines” can be considered to
be unlimited. Form fixed, there exists a linear time fully-polynomial approximation scheme by Jansen
and Porkolab [JP02]. Note that in this case the conflict graphhas a constant number of vertices.

By varying the scheduling parameters, a large body of research opens up. In the case of unbounded
number of machines, the focus has been on special graph classes, due to the aforementioned hardness for
graph coloring. In our case of nonpreemptive makespan scheduling, two classic problems aredynamic
storage allocation[BKK +04] (corresponding to interval graphs) and thefile transfer problem[CGJL85]
(corresponding to line graphs). If we additionally change to unit jobs or preemptive scheduling, we get
the classical graph coloring or multicoloring problems, ofwhich there is an extensive literature. If we
instead modify the objective function, then conflict (nonpreemptive and preemptive) scheduling with the
sum of completion times measure was introduced in [BHK+00] and studied in several recent works.

Bodlaender et. al. [BJW94] considered a complementary problem called scheduling incompatible
jobs (CIJ). In CIJ, incompatible jobs cannot be processed by the same machine.They gave an approxi-
mation algorithm forCIJ with arbitrary processing times whose performance is good in the case that the
graph can be colored with few colorsk < m. The ratio obtained approaches2 asm/k increases, and is
at most(m + 1)/2 for k = m− 1. CIJ was shown to be hard to approximate within any factor less than
2, for anym ≥ 3. They also gave approximations for the special classes of bipartite, bounded-treewidth,
and complete graphs.

Somewhat related are papers on bin-packing with conflicts, where in our terms the jobs are nonunit,
the makespan is restricted, and the goal is to minimize the number of machines [Jan99, EL06].

Online algorithms have been studied for various coloring and multicoloring problems. However,
the work closest to ours is that of Irani & Leung [IL03]. They studied a version involving unit jobs,
unbounded number of machines, with the objective of minimizing the maximum response time (i.e. job
completion time minus its release time). Further, they restricted their attention to bipartite and interval
graphs.

1.6 Open Problems

Below we list a few open problems.

1. Recall that we give an optimal algorithm for two machines and processing timespj ∈ {1, 2}
while for pj ∈ {1, 2, 3} we give a4/3-approximation ratio. Is it possible to solve the latter case
optimally, or is the problem hard? Recall that forpj ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} the problem is APX-hard.

2. Our algorithm forpj ∈ {1, 2, 3} on two machines can be extended to the case ofpj ∈ {1, . . . , k},
where it gives a ratio of2 − 2

k . However, fork > 3 (andm = 2) the algorithm of [GG75] has a
better performance of3/2. Is it possible to beat the3/2 bound fork > 3?
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3. Our online algorithm for unit jobs on two machines is basedon deciding whether to run a FIFO-
based policy or a LIFO-based policy according to the number of jobs that arrived up till a particular
point. Is it possible to get a competitive ratio better than2 using an oblivious algorithm that
switches between a FIFO policy and a LIFO policy according tothe number of pending jobs? Is
it possible to improve on our bound of2− 1

7 and possibly even match the lower bound of3/2?

4. Is there an algorithm with ratioo(m) whenm is a fixed constant?

2 Preliminaries

The offline model. In a scheduling problem with conflicts onm machines, the input consists of (i) a
setJ of n jobs, (ii) a (simple) conflict graphG = (J,E) over the jobs, and (iii) an integral processing
timepj for each jobj ∈ J . Adjacent jobs inG are conflicting and cannot be scheduled concurrently on
different machines. Each jobj consists ofpj job slices, each of unit length. Time is discrete and proceeds
in rounds. We use the notation[t1, t2] for t1 ≤ t2 to denote the set{t1, t1 +1, . . . , t2}. We refer to a pair
〈i, t〉, wherei is a machine andt is a round, as amachine slot. A set of slots{〈i, t〉 : t ∈ [t1, t2]} is called
an interval of slots. Two slots〈i1, t〉 and〈i2, t〉 with the same round component are calledconcurrent.

A scheduleT is a one-to-one assignment from job slices to slots that satisfies the following two
properties: (i) Nonpreemptive: the slices of a job are assigned to an interval of slots on the same machine.
(ii) Nonconflicting: job slices assigned to concurrent slots do not belong to conflicting jobs. Note that
since the schedule is one-to-one and preemption is prohibited, the number of slots in the interval of slots
assigned to jobj equalspj.

Themakespanof a scheduleT is the last round in which a slot is assigned a job slice. We denote the
makespan of a scheduleT by makespan(T ). The goal in this paper is to find a schedule with a minimum
(or approximately minimum) makespan.

We concentrate ondeterministic scheduling algorithmsboth in the offline and the online models.

The online model. In the online model, each jobj has release timerj . As in the offline model, time is
divided into discrete rounds starting with round one. Jobj arrives in the beginning of roundrj , and may
be assigned to machine slots in rounds greater than or equal to rj . This model is often called scheduling
over time. A jobj arrives with the conflict edges to all jobs whose release timeis at mostrj. Hence, the
conflict graph is revealed as the jobs arrive.

We deal mostly with unit jobs in the online model. An online scheduling algorithm for unit jobs
proceeds as follows. The set of released jobs that have not already been scheduled arepending. In the
beginning of each roundt, the scheduling algorithm selects a subsetJt of at mostm nonconflicting
pending jobs. These jobs are scheduled in roundt. In the beginning of the next roundt + 1, the set of
pending jobs is updated; the jobsJt scheduled in roundt are removed, and the jobs with release time
rj = (t + 1) are added. In the more general case of jobs with varying processing times, there are two
modifications: (1) The decision concerning which jobs to schedule is not necessarily made at the start
of each round, but rather at the start of rounds where at leastone machine becomes idle. (2) For each
such roundt, the set of jobs selected to be scheduled starting at roundt must be nonconflicting with
all jobs already scheduled in roundt. Note that if the total number of jobs is not known in advance to
the algorithm, then it runs forever (since a new job may arrive in any round). Regardless of whether
the number of jobs is known in advance, the makespan is definedto be the last round in which a job
is scheduled. We assume that the time required to determine which jobs to schedule in each round is
negligible compared to the duration of a round.

We compare the makespan of the schedule computed by an onlinealgorithm to the makespan of an
optimal offline algorithm whose input consists of the whole conflict graph and the release times of all the
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jobs. We are interested in bounds on the worst case ratio between the online makespan and the optimal
offline makespan.

Additional terminology. The complement of the conflict graphG is theagreement graphG = (J,E).
Namely, the agreement graph is a simple graph in which(j1, j2) ∈ E if and only if (j1, j2) /∈ E. Since
independent sets in the conflict graph correspond to cliquesin the agreement graph, jobs that form a
clique of sizem in the agreement graphG can be scheduled concurrently.

A slot that is not assigned a job slice is calledhole. The set of holes in a scheduleT is denoted by
holes(T ), and the number of holes is denoted by|holes(T )|. A round in which all slots are holes is said
to bevacant.

Let p(J ′)
△
=

∑
j∈J ′ pj. In particular, the total amount of work that needs to be processed isp(J).

For a given input, letOPT denote a schedule with minimum makespan and let|OPT| denote its
makespan.

3 Results for the Offline Model

In this section we present three results for scheduling on two machines. The first result is an APX-
hardness proof for two machines andpj ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The second and third results improve on the
upper bound ofm+1

2 = 3
2 that the simple greedy algorithm of [GG75] (see also Appendix A) achieves

on two machines (and arbitrary job sizes). Specifically, thesecond result is an optimal algorithm for the
case that the processing times satisfypj ∈ {1, 2}. The third result is a4/3-approximation algorithm for
the case thatpj ∈ {1, 2, 3}. These algorithms rely on computing a maximum matching in anappropriate
auxiliary graph. We first recall what is known for unit jobs and two machines.

Unit jobs. Garey and Johnson presented the following optimal algorithm for the case of unit jobs and
two machines [GJ75] (see also [BC96]): Compute a maximum matching M in the agreement graph
G, and schedule matched pairs concurrently but unmatched jobs as singletons. The optimality of this
algorithm is based on the following observation.

Observation 3.1 In the case of unit jobs and two machines, every matchingM in the agreement graph
induces a schedule with makespan of|J | − |M |. Correspondingly, every scheduleT without vacant
rounds induces a matchingMT in G, such that|MT | = |J | −makespan(T ).

3.1 APX-Hardness form = 2

Theorem 1 SWC is APX-hard form = 2 machines. This holds even if jobs are of length at most 4.

Proof: We give a reduction from3-set packing. Namely, given is an instance(U, C), whereU is a
set of n base elements, andC is a collection ofℓ triplets (subsets of size3) from U . By Petrank’s
result [Pet94] for 3-dimensional matching (which is a special case of3-set packing), it is NP-hard to
distinguish between the following two cases: a) There is an exact disjoint cover ofU with n/3 sets from
C, or b) There is no collection of(1− ǫ)n/3 disjoint sets fromC. This holds even if each element occurs
in at most 5 different triplets, so thatℓ ≤ 5n/3. We assume thatn is divisible by3; otherwise, it is
obviously not the first case, namely, does not admit an exact packing.

Given an instance(U, C), we form an agreement graphG(U, C) over three groups of jobs (repre-
sented by the graph vertices):elementjobsu1, . . . , un of unit length,setjobsv1, . . . , vℓ of length 3, and
ℓ′ = ℓ − n/3 triplets ofdummyjobs. Each triplet of dummy jobs consists of three jobs:xi, yi, andzi,
of length 1,2, and 4, respectively. Note thatp(J) = n + 3ℓ + 7ℓ′ = 10ℓ− (4/3)n = 10ℓ′ + 2n = O(n)
(whereJ is the set of all jobs). The edges ofG(U, C) are determined as follows: There is an edge
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between an element jobui and a set jobvj whenever the corresponding element is in the set; there is an
edge between every pairvj andzi; and for everyi = 1, . . . , ℓ′ we have the edges(xi, yi) and(yi, zi)
(see Figure 1 (A)).

In what follows, when we say that two jobs are scheduledopposite to each otherwe mean that there
is at least one round in which a slice of one job is scheduled concurrently with a slice of the other job.
We say that a job isfully opposite another job if each of its slices is scheduled opposite to the other
job. Suppose there is a perfect packing in(U, C), that is, there aren/3 disjoint sets of elements inC.
Then we can form a schedule of makespanp(J)/2 = 5ℓ′ + n by scheduling each of then/3 set jobs
corresponding to the disjoint sets concurrently with the three-element jobs it contains. The remainingℓ′

set jobs are scheduled with theℓ′ triplets of dummy jobs as follows. Group each dummy triplet together
with one set job, and schedule them using five rounds as depicted in Figure 1 (B). This gives a perfect
schedule of makespanp(J)/2 = 5ℓ′ + n.

We now turn to the case in which there is no collection of(1− ǫ)n/3 disjoint sets fromC, and show
that in this case every schedule must have makespan(p(J)/2)(1 + δ) for δ = Ω(ǫ). We shall need the
following claim.

Claim 3.2 Let h be the number of holes in a schedule for the agreement graphG(U, C). Then the
number of set jobs that are scheduled concurrently with three element jobs is at leastn/3− h.

Proof: We prove the equivalent claim that there are at mostℓ − (n/3 − h) = ℓ′ + h set jobs that have
less thanthree elements scheduled opposite to them. To this end we consider holes of two types: holes
opposite set jobs, whose number we denote byhs, and holes opposite dummy jobs (that is either anx-,
y-, or a z-job), whose number we denote byhd. Consider a dummy jobzi. Such a job is scheduled
opposite at most two set jobs. Letai, i = 1, 2, be the number ofz-jobs scheduled opposite toi jobs.
Then,

a1 + a2 ≤ ℓ′ . (1)

For eachz-job scheduled opposite to two set jobs, there is at least onehole (opposite the corresponding
y- or x-job). Therefore,

a2 ≤ hd . (2)

Let b denote the number of set jobs that are scheduled opposite less than3 element jobs and are not
scheduled opposite anyz-job. Then,

b ≤ hs . (3)

Now, the total number of set jobs that are scheduled oppositeless than3 element jobs is at most

a1 + 2a2 + b = (a1 + a2) + a2 + b

≤ ℓ′ + hd + hs by Inequalities (1–3)

≤ ℓ′ + h ,

as claimed.

If there is no 3-set packing of size(1− ǫ)n
3 , then the number of set jobs that are scheduled concur-

rently with three element jobs can be at most(1 − ǫ)n
3 = n

3 − ǫn
3 . By Claim 3.2 this implies that for

every schedule,h ≥ ǫn
3 , so that the total makespan is at least(p(J) + h)/2 = (p(J)/2)

(
1 + ǫn

3p(J)

)
.

Sinceǫ is a constant andp(J) = O(n) we get a lower bound of(p(J)/2)(1 + δ) for δ = Ω(ǫ).

3.2 An Optimal Algorithm for Processing Timespj ∈ {1, 2}

Intuition. Consider a schedule on two machines andpj ∈ {1, 2}. Such a schedule corresponds to
a matching between job slices (of unit size, as defined in the preliminaries). Namely, each pair of job
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Figure 1: An illustration of the construction for the APX-hardness result on2 machines (Theorem 1).
(A) An illustration of the agreement graphG(U, C). (B) The schedule when the input instance for set
cover has a perfect packing. (C) An example of a schedule withholes.
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slices that are scheduled concurrently, are matched, and a job slice opposite to a hole is left unmatched.
Note that for all pairs of matched job slices, the corresponding jobs are adjacent in the agreement graph.
Given this matching, the resulting makespan is exactly the sum of processing times minus the size of the
matching.

In view of the above description, the high level idea of the algorithm is to create an auxiliary graph
whose vertices correspond to job slices. We then find a maximum matching in this graph and transform
the matching into a schedule. Care must be taken when definingthe graph that the matching found
induces indeed a feasible schedule. In particular, it must be possible to schedule different slices of the
same job consecutively. Details follow.

Auxiliary graph. To simplify notation, we refer to unit jobs in this subsection with the letterj. Jobs
whose processing time equals2 are calleddoublesize jobs (in short, double jobs) and are named with
the lettersu andv.

We define an auxiliary graph̃G = (J̃ , Ẽ) (see Fig. 2). The vertex set̃J contains one vertex for each
unit jobj ∈ J , and two vertices for each double jobv ∈ J as follows. Each double jobv is split into two
slices: atype-avertexva and atype-bvertexvb. The edge set̃E consists ofagreement edgesbetween
slices. Loosely speaking, agreement edges are induced by the agreement graph subject to the constraint
that there are no agreement edges between a type-a vertex anda type-b vertex. Formally,

ẼA
△
= {(j, vσ) | σ ∈ {a, b}, (j, v) ∈ E} ∪ {(vσ , uσ) | σ ∈ {a, b}, (v, u) ∈ E}.

We refer to edges between type-a vertices(va, ua) as type-a edges, and to edges between type-b
vertices(vb, ub) as type-b edges.

edges Ẽ
agreement

job slices

(A) (B)

j
u v

va

vb

ub

j

ua

Figure 2: (A) An agreement graph over three jobsj, u, v. The processing times arepj = 1 andpu =
pv = 2. (B) The corresponding auxiliary graph. Job slices of type-a are depicted using a filled circle
while job slices of type-b are depicted using an unfilled circle. Unit jobs lack a circle.

Given the auxiliary graph̃G and a matchingM , let ĜM denote the (multi) graph obtained from̃G
andM as follows (see Fig. 3). Consider the subgraph ofG̃ induced byM . For each double jobv ∈ J̃ ,
coalesce the verticesva andvb in J̃ into a single vertex̂v in Ĵ . The vertices that correspond to unit jobs
remain as inJ̃ . For each edge in the matchingM , there is an edge in̂E. If an edge inM is incident to
a vertexva or vb in J̃ , then the corresponding edge in̂E is incident to the vertex̂v in Ĵ . Note that each
vertex inĜM is incident to at most two edges.

Claim 3.3 For any matchingM in G̃, the graphĜM is bipartite.
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Proof: Since vertices in̂GM have degree at most2, the graph is a union of disjoint paths and cycles.
Each path is, clearly, bipartite. Consider a cycleτ in ĜM (see Fig. 3 (B)). Since all vertices in the cycle
τ are incident to two edges in̂GM , it follows that each vertex inτ corresponds to a double job. Each
edge(û, v̂) in τ corresponds either to an edge(ua, va) in the matchingM or to an edge(ub, vb) in M
(since edges iñE do not connect slices of different types). Each coalesced vertex v̂ contains one type-a
slice and one type-b slice. It follows that the edges ofτ alternate between type-a edges and type-b edges.
Hence, the cycle has even length.

Scheduling algorithm.

1. Compute a maximum matching̃M in G̃.

2. PartitionĜfM
into paths and cycles.

3. For each path or cycleτ in ĜfM
, obtain a scheduleTτ of corresponding jobs as described in the

proof of Claim 3.4 below.

4. Return the concatenation of the schedules{Tτ}.

For any matchingM in G̃ let τ be a path or a cycle in̂GM . Denote byJτ the set of jobs that
correspond to vertices inτ , and byMτ the set of edges inτ .

Claim 3.4 For any given matchingM in G̃, consider the auxiliary grapĥGM . Each path or cycleτ in
ĜM induces a scheduleTτ of the jobs corresponding to the vertices inτ , such thatmakespan(Tτ ) =
p(Jτ )− |Mτ |.

Proof: First consider a pathτ in ĜM . Note that unit job vertices are incident to at most one edge in
ĜM . Hence, they may appear only as end vertices in the pathτ . Interior vertices inτ correspond to
double jobs. This implies that the path induces a schedule inwhich jobs alternate between the machines
as depicted in Fig. 3 (C). The only holes, if any, in this schedule are in the first and last round. A hole
appears in the schedule if the path begins or ends with a double job of degree at most1, or a unit job
of degree0. Hence, the makespan of the schedule is the number of job slices inτ minus the number of
pairs of matched slices (that are scheduled concurrently).Therefore,makespan(Tτ ) = p(Jτ )− |Mτ | as
claimed.

Next consider a cycleτ in ĜM . By Claim 3.3, the cycleτ is of even length. Since there is an edge
(û, v̂) in ĜM only if there is an edge between the corresponding double jobs u andv in the agreement
graphG, the type-b edges form a perfect matching inG between the jobs that correspond to vertices on
the cycleτ (see Fig. 3 (D)). And the claim follows.

Correctness. Optimality of the algorithm is derived from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, stated below.

Lemma 3.5 Every matchingM in the auxiliary graphG̃ induces a feasible scheduleTM , such that
makespan(TM ) = p(J)− |M |.

Lemma 3.5 follows immediately from Claim 3.4.

Lemma 3.6 Every scheduleT induces a matchingMT in the auxiliary graphG̃ with |MT | ≥ p(J) −
makespan(T ).
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Figure 3: An unfilled circle represents a type-a vertex, while a filled circle represents a type-b vertex.
(A) A path in the auxiliary grapĥGfM

. (B) A cycle in the auxiliary grapĥGfM
. The thick edges induce

the schedule. (C) An induced schedule for the path in (A). Theunmatched job slice vertex in the path
translates to a hole. (D) An induced schedule without holes for the cycle in (B).
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Equality holds in Lemma 3.6 if there are no vacant rounds inT .

Proof: We consider the rounds inT starting from the first round. We shall map each round with
two concurrent job slices to an edge iñG, so that the edges form a matching. The main issue will be
in selecting the types (a or b) for job slices of double jobs. There are three types of rounds with two
concurrent job slices scheduled in them:

1. Unit jobsj andk are scheduled concurrently in the round. In this case there must be an edge iñG
between the corresponding vertices, and we select this edge.

2. Unit job j is scheduled concurrently with a job slice of a double jobv. If this is the first slice of
job v, or if this is the second slice of jobv and the first one was scheduled opposite a hole, then we
select the edge(j, va) ∈ Ẽ. Otherwise (it is the second slice and the first one was not scheduled
opposite a hole), the previous round was mapped to an edge(x, va) (or (x, vb)), and we select
(j, vb) (or, respectively,(j, va)).

3. A slice of a double jobv is scheduled concurrently with a slice of another double jobu. If they
are both the first slice of their respective jobs, then we select (va, ua). If they are both the second
slice of their respective jobs, then we select(vb, ub). Otherwise, one of them is a second slice of
its job, if its first slice was scheduled opposite to a hole we select(va, ua). Otherwise, the type
selected for its first slice determines its type, so we selecteither(va, ua) or (vb, ub) accordingly.

Theorem 2 The algorithm for scheduling jobs with processing timespj ∈ {1, 2} computes a schedule
with minimum makespan.

Proof: Let M̃ denote the maximum matching in the auxiliary graph found by the scheduling algorithm.
Let T ∗ denote a schedule with minimum makespan, and letMT ∗ denote the matching induced byT ∗ as
defined in Lemma 3.6.

makespan(TfM
) = p(J)− |M̃ | (by Lemma 3.5)

≤ p(J)− |MT ∗ | (M̃ is maximum)

≤ makespan(T ∗) (by Lemma 3.6).

On the relation to b-matching. Loosely speaking, ab-matching is a multi-set of edgesF , where
the degree of each vertexv with respect toF is at mostbv (an edge can be chosen more than once).
The algorithm we showed above solves the problem of finding a maximum bipartiteb-matching where
bj = pj. This algorithm works only whenpj ∈ {1, 2}.

3.3 4

3
-Approximation for Processing Timespj ∈ {1, 2, 3}

We now give an algorithm for this case, with a4/3-approximation ratio. This result is a reduction to the
previous optimal algorithm forpj ∈ {1, 2}. A direct proof of this approximation ratio, which extends
the construction from Subsection 3.2, can be found in [Kap07].

Given an input toSWC consisting of a conflict graphG = (J,E) and processing timespj for each
j ∈ J , we define theq-squeezedinstance of this input by the same conflict graph, but where job j is
truncated atmin(q, pj). Consider the algorithm form = 2 andpj ∈ {1, 2, 3} that finds an optimal
solution of the 2-squeezed instance, and then “stretches” the schedule to fit the original triplet jobs.
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The process of “stretching” can be described in two stages. First, every even-numbered round that
contains at least one squeezed job is duplicated. This causes truncated jobs to be stretched back to their
original processing time of three, as desired, but it may also cause the duplication of unit jobs, and
the unnecessary stretching of double jobs. In the second stage we simply put a hole instead of each
duplicated unit job and a hole instead of the first job slice ofeach stretched double job. This results in a
valid schedule for the original instance.

Theorem 3 Stretching the optimal schedule of the 2-squeezed instanceyields a4/3-approximation for
SWC for m = 2 with pj ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

Proof: Let G = (J,E) be the original instance, andni, i = 1, 2, 3, be the number of jobs withpj = i.
Recall thatp(J) = n1 + 2n2 + 3n3 is the total length of jobs inG. For a given schedule, we say that a
round isbusyif jobs are schedule on both machines in this round. Letd be the number of busy rounds
in an optimal schedule forG. Let G2 = (J2, E) be the 2-squeezed instance and letd2 be the number of
busy rounds in an optimal schedule forG2.

The optimal schedule ofG2 has makespan ofp(J2)−d2 = n1 +2(n2 +n3)−d2. In the algorithm’s
schedule forG, each triple job is stretched, introducing a hole when not matched by another triple. Thus,
the makespan of the algorithm is bounded by

|Alg| ≤ p(J2)− d2 + n3 = p(J)− d2.

The optimal makespan ofG always satisfies

|OPT| ≥ p(J)/2.

Thus, ifd2 ≥ p(J)/3, then the ratio|Alg|/|OPT| is at most4/3, as claimed. To deal with the case that
d2 < p(J)/3 we prove the next claim.

Claim 3.7
d2 ≥

2

3
d .

Proof: Given a scheduleOPT for the original instance withd busy rounds, we show how to form a
scheduleOPT2 for the squeezed instance withd2 ≥ 2

3d busy rounds. Consider the first triple jobu in
OPT . All rounds preceding it are copied verbatim inOPT2. We now argue how to handle the rounds
involving u. If in at least one of these roundsu is scheduled opposite a hole, then we delete one such
round and keep the other two. Otherwise, all these rounds arebusy, and we consider two cases. In the
first case, another triple job,v, is scheduled oppositeu (where, by definition ofu, the jobv ends with or
afteru). In this case we delete the last round in whichu is scheduled (so that bothu andv are squeezed).
In the second case, the jobs scheduled oppositeu are either unit jobs or double jobs. In this case we
keep all three rounds, but executeu only for two of the rounds (thus creating a single hole). In the cases
above, there are two busy rounds involvingu in OPT2 if the corresponding number inOPT is three,
and otherwise the numbers are identical. By induction, we then transform the part ofOPT involving
rounds followingu, to complete the claim.

The optimal makespan ofG, |OPT|, can be written asp(J)− d. With Claim 3.7 we have that

|OPT| = p(J)− d ≥ p(J)− 3d2/2.

It follows that the ratio|Alg|/|OPT| is at most1 + (d2/2)/(p(J) − 3d2/2), which is at most4/3 when
d2 ≤ p(J)/3. Hence, in either case we get a performance ratio of4/3.
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4 Results for the Online Model

In this section we consider online scheduling of jobs with release times. We begin with a trivial2-
competitive online algorithm for two machines and continuewith the following results: (i) an expo-
nential time2-competitive online algorithm form ≥ 3 machines and a polynomial time(ρ + O(1))-
competitive online algorithm that is based aρ-approximation algorithm for the offline problem, (ii) an
m+1

2 -competitive algorithm for unit jobs onm ≥ 3 machines, andm+2
2 -competitive for arbitrary pro-

cessing times, (iii) a lower bound of2 for the competitive ratio of the greedy algorithm on two machines
that uses either a FIFO or LIFO policy, and (iv) a lower bound of 2 − 1/m for the competitive ratio
of any deterministic online scheduling algorithm form ≥ 2 machines (this lower bound holds even for
unit jobs). In the next section we give an efficient algorithmfor two machines and unit jobs that has a
competitive ratio better than2.

The online model. Recall that the release time of jobj is denoted byrj . This means that jobj can be
scheduled in any roundt ≥ rj . We assume that jobj arrives at the beginning of roundrj. We refer to
jobs that have been released but not scheduled aspending. An algorithm isnon-lazyif it assigns at least
one job in a round whenever there are pending jobs. Call an (online) algorithm2-nonlazyif a job j is
scheduled as a singleton only when no job agreeing withj is pending.

4.1 A 2-Competitive Algorithm for Two Machines

Consider the trivial algorithm that schedules all jobs on a single machine. Namely, at each round, if
the set of pending jobs is not empty, the algorithm schedulesonly one of the pending jobs on the first
machine. The following lemma is well known and easy to verify.

Lemma 4.1 The single machine scheduler is2-competitive.

Lemma 4.1 easily extends tom machines as follows.

Lemma 4.2 The competitive ratio of any non-lazy algorithm onm machines is at mostm.

4.2 A 2-Competitive Exponential Time Online Algorithm for m ≥ 3 Machines

For a conflict graphG = (J,E) and a subset of jobsJ ′ ⊆ J , we useOPT(J ′) to denote an optimal
schedule for the subgraph ofG induced byJ ′. We use|OPT(J ′)| to denote the makespan of this
schedule, where we measure the number of rounds that elapse from the first release time of a job inJ ′

till the last round in the schedule. The proof of the following theorem appears in [SWW95] and we
include it here for completeness.

Theorem 4 There is an online algorithm for arbitrary processing timeswith competitive ratio 2.

Proof: Consider the following algorithm that proceeds in phases each consisting of one or more rounds.
Let fi be the last round of phasei, and thusfi−1 + 1 is the first round of phasei. In phasei, the
algorithm computes an optimal offline schedule of the pending jobs and then executes that schedule.
The next phase starts when the last scheduled job finishes. Optimality of the offline algorithm in each
phase implies that the processing time in the phase satisfies

fi − fi−1 ≤ |OPT(Ji)|,
whereJi is the set of jobs processed in phasei. Let ℓ be the last phase. Since there were jobs pending at
the start of phaseℓ, they were released after the start of phaseℓ− 1. Thus, the makespan of the optimal
schedule is at least

|OPT| ≥ fℓ−2 + |OPT(Jℓ)|.
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Then, the makespan of the algorithm equalsfℓ which is bounded by

fℓ = (fℓ − fℓ−1) + (fℓ−1 − fℓ−2) + fℓ−2

= |OPT(Jℓ)|+ |OPT(Jℓ−1)|+ fℓ−2

≤ |OPT|+ |OPT(Jℓ−1)|
≤ 2 · |OPT|.

4.3 A(ρ+O(1))-Competitive Polynomial Time Online Algorithm for m ≥ 3 Machines

Suppose we have an offline algorithm that is aρ-approximation algorithm for the makespan. We next
describe an online algorithm that is a variant of the algorithm described in Theorem 4. In the exponential-
time algorithm, all pending jobs in the beginning of a phase are scheduled during the phase. In fact, the
end of the phasei is marked by scheduling all the jobs that were pending in the beginning of the phase.
The polynomial algorithm is different in two ways. First, itdoes not compute an optimal schedule but
a ρ-approximate solution for the pending jobs. LetΠi denote theρ-approximate schedule computed in
the beginning of phasei. Second, the end of a phase depends on the arrival of new jobs during Πi. If no
new jobs arrive, thenΠi is fully executed. However, if a new job arrives in roundt, then the algorithm
only schedules the prefix ofΠ consisting of jobs whose processing beginsbeforeroundt. Note that in
such a case, theith phase ends no later than roundt + maxj{pj} − 1.

The rational behind not completing the scheduleΠi is that the analysis does not benefit from jobs
that are processed before roundrmax. In fact, had the algorithm known in advance the number of jobs
or rmax, it could simply remain idle until roundrmax. In this case, the offline algorithm yields a(ρ+1)-
competitive ratio.

However, the algorithm is oblivious (i.e., does not known or rmax in advance). Consider the exe-
cution of the algorithm at the start of roundrmax = maxj{rj}. The current phase ends after at most
maxj{pj}− 1 additional rounds. Since all jobs have arrived by roundrmax, the last phase takes at most
ρ·|OPT| rounds. The makespan of the online algorithm is at mostmaxj{rj}+maxj{pj}−1+ρ·|OPT|.
For arbitrary jobs sizes this is at most(ρ + 2) · |OPT| and for unit jobs it is at most(ρ + 1) · |OPT|.

In particular, suppose we use as the offline algorithm them-set cover approximation algorithm for
unit jobs based on [DF97] for whichρ = Hm−1/2. We then get an online algorithm with a competitive
ratio ofHm + 1

2 . By using the greedy offline algorithm of [GG75], which has anapproximation ratio of
(m+1)/2, we get a competitive ratio of(m+3)/2 for unit jobs and(m+5)/2 for arbitrary processing
times. In the next two subsections we present better bounds for online greedy algorithms that do not
recompute approximate schedules in phases.

4.4 An m+1

2
-Competitive Algorithm for Unit Jobs on m ≥ 3 Machines

In Subsection 4.2 we described an online algorithm for arbitrary processing times on any number of
machines that has a competitive ratio of2, where the running time of the algorithm is exponential inm.
Here we show that it is possible to get the same competitive ratio for unit jobs on three machines, using
a simple greedy algorithm. As we show in the next section, this result is tight when the algorithm breaks
ties using either a FIFO or a LIFO policy.3

We first need the following refinement of the greedy list scheduling result of [GG75]. The analysis
of this algorithm only the fact that the algorithm is 2-nonlazy, and therefore by Equation (29) (in the
appendix) the following fact holds.

3The lower bound in the next subsection is stated for two machines, but holds for any number of machinesm ≥ 2, since
even if there are more than two machines, the algorithm is forced to use a single machine while the optimal schedule uses two
machines.
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Fact 4.3 (Refinement of [GG75])The makespan of any (offline) 2-nonlazy scheduling algorithm is
bounded by12 · (p(J) + |OPT|).

Theorem 5 The competitive ratio of any 2-nonlazy algorithm for unit jobs onm ≥ 3 machines is at
mostm+1

2 .

Proof: A singleton round is one where the algorithm schedules a job as a singleton. Observe that
pending jobs in singleton rounds must form an independent set in the agreement graph. Letr be the last
singleton round before|OPT|+ 1, or 0 if there is no such round, and letX be the set of pending jobs at
the start of roundr. The first observation is that, the optimal schedule must have at leastmax(|X|−r, 0)
pending jobs fromX at the start of roundr + 1, because it can schedule at most a single job fromX
in each of the rounds1, . . . , r. The second observation is that the optimal solution can schedule at most
m(|OPT|−r) jobs during roundsr+1, . . . , |OPT| (recall thatr ≤ |OPT|). Since at leastmax(|X|−r, 0)
of these jobs must have been released by roundr, at mostm(|OPT| − r) −max{|X| − r, 0} jobs can
be released between roundr + 1 and round|OPT|. By definition ofr, the algorithm schedules at least
two jobs in each of these rounds. Hence, at the end of round|OPT|, the number of pending jobs left for
the algorithm to schedule is at most

(|X| − 1) + (m(|OPT| − r)−max{|X| − r, 0}) − 2(|OPT| − r).

If m ≥ 3, then the expression above is less than(m − 2)|OPT. From round|OPT| + 1 the algorithm
behaves like an offline 2-nonlazy algorithm, scheduling these jobs using at most((m − 2)|OPT| +
|OPT|)/2 = (m− 1)|OPT|/2 additional rounds (by Fact 4.3).

In particular, we can achieve a competitive ratio of2 for three machines even in the case ofresource
reduction, i.e. when the algorithm gets to use only two machines.

4.5 An m+2

2
-Competitive Algorithm for Arbitrary pj on m ≥ 3 Machines

We also show a competitive ratio of(m + 2)/2 for arbitrary processing times.

Theorem 6 The competitive ratio of any 2-nonlazy algorithm for arbitrary processing times is at most
(m + 2)/2.

Proof: Let rmax be the release time of the last job. LetJ ′ be the subset of jobs induced by the pending
and active jobs at that time, counting only the unfinished rounds in the length of the active jobs. I.e.
if a job j is of lengthpj and has been executed forℓj rounds by roundrmax, then its length inJ ′ will
bepj − ℓj. Observe thatp(J ′) ≤ p(J) − rmax, as the algorithm schedules at least one job per round,
since it is nonlazy. By roundrmax, the algorithm behaves like an offline 2-nonlazy algorithm,producing
a schedule with makespan of at most(p(J ′) + OPT(J ′))/2, by Fact 4.3. Hence, the makespan of the
algorithm’s schedule is at most

|Alg| ≤ rmax + (p(J ′) + OPT(J ′))/2

≤ (p(J) + rmax + OPT)/2

≤ (m + 2)

2
·OPT,

where the last line follows fromp(J)
m ≤ OPTandrmax ≤ OPT.
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4.6 A Lower Bound of2 for the Competitive Ratio of Greedy

Recall that in the offline case (that is, when all jobs have release timerj = 0), a simple greedy algo-
rithm achieves a non-trivial approximation ratio ofm+1

2 (as opposed to the trivial factorm achieved by
scheduling all jobs on a single machine). In particular, forthe case of two machines, its approximation
ratio is 3

2 . Here we show that in the online case of unit jobs with arbitrary release times, the natural
online greedy algorithm for two machines performs no better(in the worst case) than the trivial single
machine algorithm. Specifically, the greedy algorithm for unit jobs that we consider proceeds as follows.

Let Jt denote the set of pending jobs in the beginning of roundt. If Jt contains a pair of non-
conflicting jobs, then the greedy algorithm schedules such apair. Otherwise, ifJt is not empty, it
schedules a single job. We refer to this version of the greedyalgorithm as “Greedy-FIFO” since, in the
case that a single job is scheduled, it selects a pending job with the minimum release time. The algorithm
may choose any pair of nonconflicting pending jobs, if more than one such pair exists. The lower bound
does not depend on how such pairs are selected since the adversary may force Greedy-FIFO to schedule
at most one job in each round (i.e., the setJt of pending jobs will always be an independent set in the
agreement graph).

We now prove that the competitive ratio of Greedy-FIFO is2 (it is not greater than2 because Greedy-
FIFO is never worse than the trivial single machine scheduler). Note that this lower bound holds even
with respect to unit jobs.

Lemma 4.4 The competitive ratio of Greedy-FIFO is2.

Proof: We construct an agreement graphG = (J,E) over 2k − 1 unit jobs, wherek is an arbitrary
positive integer, as follows. The graphG is a set ofk − 1 disjoint edges, and one isolated vertex. The
adaptive adversary maintains the invariant that in each round the set of pending jobs for Greedy-FIFO
forms an independent set inG, and therefore Greedy-FIFO can only schedule one job in eachround.

At the first round, the adversary releasesk jobs. These jobs are an independent set inG (one endpoint
of each edge, plus the isolated vertex). In each of thek − 1 first rounds Greedy-FIFO chooses one of
these jobs and schedules it. This follows from the fact that Greedy-FIFO follows a FIFO policy and
from the invariant that the set of pending jobs is an independent set inG. Let j be the job Greedy-FIFO
scheduled in roundi, then in roundi + 1 the adversary releases a jobj′ (so thatrj′ = i + 1) with an
edge(j, j′) ∈ E. (The jobs, the agreement edges, and the release times are depicted in Fig. 4 (A)).

An optimal schedule will first schedule the isolated job in round1. In each of the following rounds it
will schedule pairs of agreeing jobs. Jobsj andj′ will be scheduled in roundi, if rj′ = i and(j, j′) ∈ E
(see Fig. 4 (B)).

The adversary forces Greedy-FIFO to schedule the firstk jobs as singletons in the firstk rounds. At
the beginning of roundk + 1, the set of pending jobs is an independent set (each of the pending jobs
is an endpoint of an edge whose other endpoint was already scheduled). Hence, Greedy-FIFO is forced
to schedule each of these jobs in a different round as well. The makespan of Greedy-FIFO is therefore
2k − 1 (see Fig. 4 (C)).

Note that a greedy algorithm with a LIFO policy does not do anybetter. The adversary can schedule
jobs as depicted in Fig. 5. Again, the algorithm schedules only one job per round, while the optimal
algorithm can schedule pairs of jobs in all the rounds but one.

4.7 A General Lower Bound of2 − 1

m
for The Competitive Ratio

In this section we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7 Let Alg be an online algorithm that schedules jobs with release times onm machines. Then
the competitive ratio for the makespan of algorithm Alg is atleast2− 1

m . In fact, this lower bound holds
for unit jobs.
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Figure 4: (A) The agreement graphG for the case that Greedy-FIFO schedules jobj in round j for
j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The number next to each vertex is the job’s name. The vertical position of the vertex
shows the release timerj of job j. (B) An optimal schedule. The numbers inside represent the jobs that
are scheduled at that time slot. (C) Greedy-FIFO’s schedulethat uses a single machine.
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Figure 5: (A) The agreement graphG. The number next to each vertex is the job’s name. The vertical
position of the vertex shows the release timerj of job j. (B) An optimal schedule. The numbers inside
represent the jobs that are scheduled at that time slot. (C) LIFO’s schedule that uses a single machine.
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We first show that the makespan is not increased by imposing the restriction that the algorithm is
non-lazy. We therefore assume without loss of generality, that the online algorithm is non-lazy.

Lemma 4.5 Any online algorithm Alg1 for unit jobs can be transformed into a non-lazy online algorithm
Alg2 such thatmakespan(Alg2) ≤ makespan(Alg1).

Proof: The algorithmAlg2 mimics Alg1 with the restriction thatAlg2 always tries to fill vacant slots,
if possible, with a pending job. It is easy to show that, in each round, the set of pending jobs with
respect toAlg2 is a subset of the set of pending jobs with respect toAlg1. Thereforemakespan(Alg2) ≤
makespan(Alg1).

We present a sequence{σk}k of adversarial strategies with the following property. Allreleased
jobs are unit jobs. In addition, the makespan ofAlg when the jobs arrive according to strategyσk is
(2m− 1) · k, while the optimal makespan ism · k. The ratio forσk is 2− 1

m , as required.

The adversarial strategyσk. The adversary constructs an agreement graphG = (V,E), whereV =
{1, . . . , (2m− 1) · k}. The graphG is a union of disjoint cliques. Figure 6 depicts an agreementgraph,
where each clique is depicted as column and only part of the edges are drawn;E is the transitive closure
of the depicted edges. The number of cliques (columns) isk′ = (m− 1) · k + 1.

The adversary, which is adaptive, keeps the invariant that,in each round, the set of pending jobs
forms an independent set inG. Therefore,Alg can only schedule one job per round (which it does since
Alg is not lazy). This invariant is easily satisfied as follows.

The adversary releasesk′ jobs in the beginning of round1 and one job in the beginning of rounds 2
throughm · k. Thek′ jobs released in round1 are conflicting and therefore constitute an independent
set inG (each job belongs to a different column). In each roundt between2 andm · k, the released job
belongs to the same column as the job thatAlg scheduled in roundt− 1.

Since the invariant that the pending jobs are conflicting is achieved, the makespan ofAlg equals the
number of jobs, i.e.,(2m− 1) · k.

(m− 1)k+1

rj = mk

rj = 2

rj = 1

rj = 3

(m− 1)k+1

(A) (B)

Figure 6: (A) An agreement graphG = (J,E) that the (adaptive) adversary generates. Each clique is
depicted as a column and only part of the edges are drawn;E is the transitive closure of the depicted
edges. The vertical position of the vertex shows the releasetime rj of job j. (B) The offline algorithm’s
choice of sub-cliques form = 2.
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An offline algorithm. We next show that there exists an offline algorithmAoff that, given the agree-
ment graph, finds a schedule with a makespan ofm · k. The algorithmAoff partitions each column
(clique) inG into m-tuples, where only the first tuple may contain fewer thanm jobs, as follows. Sort
the jobs in each column by release time (in ascending order).Let r denote the remainder when dividing
the number of jobs in the column bym. If r > 0, then the first tuple consists of the firstr jobs in the
column. If r = 0, then the first tuple consists of the firstm jobs in the column. Each of the remaining
tuples consist ofm consecutive jobs.

By the construction of the tuples we have the following property.

Claim 4.6 If a tuple is a singleton{j}, thenrj = 1.

For a tupleα, let tα
△
= max{rj | j ∈ α}. The following claim shows that non-singleton tuples have

different maximum release times.

Claim 4.7 For every two distinct non-singleton tuplesα andβ, it holds thattα 6= tβ.

Proof: Sinceα andβ contain more than one job, bothtα andtβ are greater than1. However, in all
rounds greater than1, only one job is released. Hence,tα 6= tβ, as required.

The rule for scheduling tuples is that each tupleα that contains at least two jobs is scheduled in
round tα, using |α| machines out ofm. Claim 4.7 implies that each non-singleton tuple is scheduled
in a distinct round. Thus, the last non-singleton tuple is scheduled in roundm · k. By Claim 4.6, the
singletons are released in round1, and are available for scheduling in all rounds. The rule forscheduling
singletons is that whenever a round is not reserved for a non-singleton,Aoff schedules a singleton.

Let t denote the number of tuples. Since singletons are availablefrom the beginning, the last single-
ton will be scheduled before or during roundt. To show that the makespan ofAoff is m ·k, the minimum
possible, it then suffices to show thatt is at mostm · k. We shall count two types of tuples.

A tuple isnonfull if it contains less thanm jobs, andfull otherwise. Lettnonfull (tfull ) be the number
of nonfull (full) tuples. In each column there is at most one nonfull tuple. Hence,

tnonfull ≤ k′ = (m− 1) · k + 1. (4)

Since the number of jobs in nonfull tuples is at leasttnonfull we have

|V | ≥ m · tfull + tnonfull

Since|V | = (2m− 1) · k we obtain

tfull ≤
1

m
·
(
(2m− 1) · k − tnonfull

)
. (5)

Hence, we bound the number of tuples by

t = tfull + tnonfull

≤ (2m− 1) · k
m

+
m− 1

m
· tnonfull (by Eq. 5)

≤ mk + 1− 1

m
. (by Eq. 4)

Sincet is an integer, it follows that it is bounded bym · k, as required.

Proof of Theorem 7. The makespan ofAlg equals the number of jobs, namely,(2m − 1) · k. By the
preceding discussion, the makespan ofAoff equalsm ·k. The ratio is2− 1

m , and the theorem follows.
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5 An Online Algorithm ( pj = 1, rj, m = 2)

The goal in this section is to present an online algorithm forscheduling unit jobs on two machines that
achieves a competitive ratio2 − α for a constant0 < α < 1. We first assume that the number of jobs,
n, is known in advance. This assumption is often called thenon-oblivious model. We later trade this
assumption with a single flip of a coin.

In order to give the intuition for the algorithm we present, we recall the worst case inputs in Section
4.6 for Greedy-FIFO and Greedy-LIFO. Greedy-FIFO performsbadly on inputs that release a large
fraction of jobs in the beginning while Greedy-LIFO performs badly on inputs that release the jobs
evenly over time. However, Greedy-LIFO does well with the worst case example for Greedy-FIFO, and
vice versa. Based on this intuition the online algorithm splits into two cases depending on the fraction
of the jobs that are released during the firstαn rounds (for a constantα < 1 that is optimized in the
analysis). If a majority of the jobs is released during the firstαn rounds, then a variant of Greedy-LIFO
is used; otherwise, a variant of Greedy-FIFO is used.

5.1 Preliminaries

In this section we present a few assumptions that can be made without loss of generality.
Given an input graphG = (J,E) and release times{rj}j∈J , let OPT denote an optimal schedule

for the input and let|OPT| denote the makespan ofOPT. Let Alg denote an online algorithm, and let
|Alg| denote its makespan on the input.

Consider a subsetJ ′ ⊆ J of the jobs. Denote by|OPT(J ′)| the optimal makespan forJ ′ where the
makespan is measured starting from roundmin{rj | j ∈ J ′}.

The following claim shows that in the case of unit jobs, it suffices to deal with inputs for whichAlg
schedules a job in every round in the interval[1, |Alg|].

Claim 5.1 Suppose that the competitive ratio of a non-oblivious scheduling algorithm Alg is bounded
by 2 − α whenever Alg schedules a job in every round in the interval[1, |Alg|]. Then, there exists a
non-oblivious scheduling algorithm Alg-Res whose competitive ratio is bounded by2−α for all inputs.

Proof: Consider the algorithmAlg-Resobtained fromAlg by resettingAlg every time its set of pending
jobs becomes empty. ResettingAlg means that it restarts with a parameter (indicating the number of
jobs) that equalsn minus the number of jobs that have already been scheduled. Hence,Alg-Resis, in
effect, a sequence of executions ofAlg separated by vacant rounds.

If the execution ofAlg lacks vacant rounds, then the execution ofAlg-Resis identical to that ofAlg,
and the claim holds. Otherwise, consider the last vacant round ℓ in the execution ofAlg-Resover the
remaining jobsĴ

△
= {j | rj > ℓ}. Let |Alg-Res(Ĵ)| be the makespan ofAlg-Reson inputĴ , where the

makespan is measured starting from roundℓ + 1. Note that, by definition, there are no vacant slots in
the scheduleAlg-Res(Ĵ) = Alg(Ĵ) during rounds[ℓ + 1, ℓ + |Alg-Res(Ĵ)|]). It follows that

|Alg-Res(J)| = ℓ + |Alg-Res(Ĵ)|.
|OPT(J)| = ℓ + |OPT(Ĵ)|

By the premise of the claim,
|Alg(Ĵ)| ≤ (2− α) · |OPT(Ĵ)|+ c
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for some constantc. Therefore,

|Alg-Res(J)| = ℓ + |Alg-Res(Ĵ)|
= ℓ + |Alg(Ĵ)|
≤ ℓ + (2− α) · |OPT(Ĵ)|+ c

= ℓ + (2− α) · (|OPT(J)| − ℓ) + c

≤ (2− α) · |OPT(J)|+ c .

Let d denote the number of pairs scheduled byAlg. The following claim is analogous to Observa-
tion 3.1.

Claim 5.2 If at least one job is scheduled in every round till|Alg|, then|Alg| = n− d.

Proof: Let s denote the number of rounds in which a single job is scheduled. The makespan equals
s + d = (n− 2d) + d = n− d.

We say that pairs aregiven precedenceover singletons if a pending singleton is scheduled only when
there are no pending pairs. We say that pairs are scheduled according to aFIFO policy if, for every two
pairs(j1, j2) and(j3, j4), if the pair(j1, j2) is scheduled before the pair(j3, j4), thenmax{rj1, rj2} ≤
max{rj3 , rj4}.

Claim 5.3 Without loss of generality,OPT gives precedence to pairs over singletons and schedules
pairs according to a FIFO policy.

Proof: Simply reorderOPT so that it satisfies the assumptions. Such a reordering does not introduce
violations in which a job is scheduled before its release time.

5.2 An Online Algorithm

We describe an online algorithm in the non-oblivious model and analyze its competitive ratio. Let
rmax = max{rj}, namely,rmax is the last round in which a job is released.

Alg(n) : Non-oblivious online scheduling algorithm ofn jobs on2 machines.

1: α← ⌊n/7⌋
n .

2: for round =1 to αn do
3: Schedule an agreeing pair or a singleton if one exists.
4: end for
5: Let J1

△
= {j | rj ≤ αn}.

6: if |J1| < n
2 then

7: Starting from roundαn + 1 till round rmax − 1, use any non-lazy scheduler for the remaining
jobs giving precedence to pairs over singletons, and scheduling singletons according to a FIFO
policy.

8: Starting from roundrmax, compute an optimal schedule of the pending jobs (see Section 3).
9: else

10: Compute a maximum matchingM in the subgraph of the agreement graph induced by the jobs in
J1 that are still pending.

11: Schedule all pairs of jobs inM during rounds[αn + 1, αn + |M |].
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12: Starting from roundαn + |M |+ 1, use any non-lazy schedule that: (i) gives precedence to pairs
over singletons; (ii) between pairs, precedence is given topairs that contain a job inJ1; and
(iii) between singletons, precedence is given to jobs not inJ1 (i.e., LIFO policy).

13: end if

The following theorem bounds the competitive ratio ofAlg.

Theorem 8 The competitive ratio of Alg is at most2− α = 2− 1/7.

The proof of Theorem 8 is divided into two lemmas (Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7) according to the two
cases of the algorithm:|J1| < n

2 and|J1| ≥ n
2 . We assume for simplicity thatn is divisible by7. We

later discuss the general case.

A high-level discussion of the proof. Before giving the full proof we discuss its high level idea.
Consider first the case|J1| < n/2 (which is the easier of the two). Assume for simplicity thatrmax ≥
n/2 (it can be shown that otherwise the performance of the algorithm cannot be worse). LetJ2 = J \J1

(that is,J2 is the set of jobs that arrive after roundαn). Recall that until roundrmax, the algorithm
follows a FIFO policy with respect to singletons, gives precedence to pairs over singletons, and between
pairs it gives precedence to pairs that contain a job fromJ1. Intuitively, the algorithm tries to “get rid” of
as many of the (at mostn/2−1) jobs inJ1 by roundrmax (≥ n/2 ). If the algorithm succeeds in getting
rid of all but at mostαn/2 of the jobs inJ1 by roundrmax, then we get the desired bound of(2 − α).
This is true since the remaining jobs, that all belong toJ2, can be scheduled in at most|OPT| − αn
rounds, and the algorithm computes an optimal schedule at the start of roundrmax. Otherwise we can
show that the algorithm must have scheduled at leastαn/2 pairs of jobs fromJ2 before roundrmax

(these pairs “delayed” the jobs fromJ1). But this implies that the makespan of the algorithm is at most
n− αn/2, while the makespan of the optimal schedule is at leastn/2.

We now turn to the case|J1| ≥ n/2. The first main observation is that since the algorithm computes
a maximum matchingM of the pending jobs fromJ1 in roundαn + 1, after the pairs in this matching
are scheduled, the remaining jobs fromJ1, denotedX, are an independent set in the agreement graph.
Intuitively, these jobs “wait” to be paired with jobs inJ2. Assume first that the rate of arrival of jobs in
J2 is such that between roundsαn + |M |+ 1 andrmax the algorithm always has pending jobs fromJ2.
In such a case, given the policy of the algorithm, each job inX is either scheduled together with some
job from J2, or it is scheduled as a singleton in the very last rounds of the schedule, after all jobs have
arrived. We can show that if relatively many jobs fromX are scheduled as singletons, then the optimal
schedule must schedule many singletons as well. On the otherhand, if few are scheduled as singletons,
then the algorithm schedules relatively many pairs (and we can complete the argument as explained for
the case of|J1| < n/2). If we remove the assumption that between roundsαn + |M |+ 1 andrmax the
algorithm always has pending jobs fromJ2, then the algorithm is forced to schedule singletons fromX
before all jobs arrive. The analysis in this case is more complex, but we are still able to show that if the
algorithm schedules many singletons fromX then the optimal schedule must schedule many singletons
as well.

5.3 Proof of Theorem 8 for|J1| < n/2

In this section we prove the following lemma (that holds for every 0 < α < 1).

Lemma 5.4 If |J1| < n
2 , then the competitive ratio of the algorithm is2− α.

We shall actually analyze a slightly different “imaginary”algorithm for the case|J1| < n/2. This
algorithm gives precedence to pairs over singletons and schedules singletons according to a FIFO policy
starting at roundαn + 1 until round |OPT| − 1 (rather than until roundrmax − 1). Starting from
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roundOPT, the algorithm computes an optimal schedule of the pending jobs. Since|OPT| ≥ rmax, the
makespan of this imaginary algorithm is no smaller than the makespan of our algorithm (for the case
|J1| < n/2).

Recall thatd is the number of pairs scheduled by the algorithm, and letd′ be the number of those
scheduled in rounds[1, |OPT| − 1]. DefineJ2

△
= J \ J1 = {j | rj > αn}. Let J ′

1 denote the subset
of jobs fromJ1 that were scheduled by the algorithm in the interval[1, |OPT| − 1]. Let J ′′

1 denote the
subset of jobs fromJ1 that were scheduled by the algorithm starting in round|OPT|. We say that a pair
of jobs is in(X,Y ) if it is in the setX × Y .

Assume first that the algorithm has pending jobs fromJ1 at round|OPT|, i.e., |J ′′
1 | > 0. Then, in

every round in the interval[1, |OPT| − 1] either a job fromJ1 is scheduled (alone or with another job)
or a pair in(J2, J2) is scheduled. Hence, if|J ′′

1 | > 0, we can bound the number of jobs inJ ′
1 by

|J ′
1| ≥ |OPT| − 1− d′. (6)

We now upper bound the number of jobs inJ ′′
1 .

Claim 5.5 |J ′′
1 | ≤ d′.

Proof: If J ′′
1 = ∅, then the claim is trivial. Otherwise, Eq. 6 holds and

|J ′′
1 | = |J1| − |J ′

1| (by definition)

≤ (n/2− 1)− (|OPT| − 1− d′) (since|J1| < n/2 and by Eq. 6)

≤ d′. (by |OPT| ≥ n/2)

As a corollary of Claim 5.5 we obtain the following bound.

Corollary 5.6 |Alg| ≤ 2 · |OPT| − 1 + d′ − αn.

Proof: Recall that|OPT(J ′)| denotes the number of rounds in an optimal makespan of the setof jobs
J ′ ⊆ J . By restrictingOPT = OPT(J) to the jobs inJ2, it follows that

|OPT(J2)| ≤ |OPT(J)| − αn = |OPT| − αn . (7)

The set of pending jobs in the beginning of round|OPT| is contained inJ ′′
1 ∪J2. Since the algorithm

computes an optimal schedule of these pending jobs, the firstline in the following equation follows.

|Alg| ≤ |OPT| − 1 + |J ′′
1 |+ |OPT(J2)|

≤ |OPT| − 1 + d′ + |OPT| − αn (by Claim 5.5 and Eq. 7)

= 2 · |OPT| − 1 + d′ − αn.

Proof of Lemma 5.4. By Claim 5.2 and sinced′ ≤ d, it follows that|Alg| ≤ n− d′. By Corollary 5.6,
we obtain|Alg| ≤ min{n− d′, 2 · |OPT|+ d′ − αn}. Hence, the competitive ratio satisfies:

|Alg|
|OPT| ≤

1
2(n − d′ + 2 · |OPT|+ d′ − αn)

|OPT| (min ≤ average)

= 1 +
(1− α) · n

2

|OPT|
≤ 2− α (|OPT| ≥ n/2) .
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5.4 Proof of Theorem 8 for|J1| ≥ n/2

In this section we prove the following lemma (that holds forα ≤ 1/7).

Lemma 5.7 If |J1| ≥ n
2 , then the competitive ratio of the algorithm is2− α.

(A) (B) (C)

αn

rmax

rmax

⊆ J2

⊆ J2

∈ X1

⊆ (J1, J2) ∪ (J2, J2)

∈ X1

= X3

⊆ J2

⊆ (J1, J2) ∪ (J2, J2)

1

d1(J1, J1)

d2(J1, J1)

d(J1, J2)

d(J2, J2)
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|Alg |

|Alg |

ti

ti+1

Figure 7: An illustration of the notations in the online algorithm’s analysis. Recall thatJ1 is the subset
of jobs that arrive in rounds1 to αn, andJ2 are the jobs that arrive after roundαn. (A) A high level
view of the execution of the online algorithmAlg for the case|J1| ≥ n

2 . Specifically, from round1
to roundαn it schedules the jobs in any non-lazy manner, where the number of pairs it schedules in
these rounds isd1(J1, J1). From roundαn + 1 to roundt0 it schedules a maximum matching of size
d2(J1, J1). From roundt0 + 1 to |Alg| there ared(J1, J2) pairs of jobs from(J1, J2) andd(J2, J2)
pairs of jobs from(J2, J2). With the exception of the matching, the pairs of jobs in any interval are not
necessarily scheduled consecutively (and are only drawn sofor simplicity). (B) “Zooming in” to the
interval of rounds starting at roundrmax. Since the algorithm gives precedence to pairs over singletons,
and follows a LIFO policy, it first schedules pairs from(J1, J2) ∪ (J2, J2), it then schedules singletons
from J2, and finally it schedules the jobs inX3 ⊆ X as singletons. (C) “Zooming in” to a subinterval of
[t0 + 1, rmax− 1] which starts at roundti for some1 ≤ i < x1, and ends at roundti + 1. In the first and
last round a job fromX1 ⊆ X is scheduled. In all other rounds at least one job fromJ2 is scheduled
(either as a singleton or paired with a job fromJ1 or paired with another job fromJ2).

Notation. The proof in this section uses the following notation. For a schematic illustration see Fig-
ure 7. Lett0 = αn + |M | (this is the round in which the last pair of matching jobs inJ1 is scheduled).
Let X ⊆ J1 denote the set of pending jobs in the beginning of roundt0 + 1 (note that every two jobs in
X conflict). We partitionX into three subsetsX = X1 ∪X2∪X3, as follows:X1 consists of jobs inX
that are scheduled as singletons before roundrmax; X2 consists of jobs inX that are scheduled in pairs
from (X,J2); X3 consists of jobs inX that are scheduled as singletons starting from roundrmax. Let
x = |X| andxi = |Xi|.

For an interval of rounds[t1, t2], let J[t1,t2] denote the subset of jobs that arrive in this interval, that

is, J[t1,t2] = {j | t1 ≤ rj ≤ t2}. In particularJ1 = J[1,αn] andJ2 = Jαn+1,rmax . Let JAlg
[t1,t2]

denote the

subset of jobs that are scheduled byAlg in the interval[t1, t2]. Similarly, for a roundt, denote byJAlg
≤t

andJAlg
>t the jobs scheduled byAlg up till round t and after roundt, respectively. For subsetsZ, Y ⊆ J ,

let d(Z, Y ) denote the number of pairs in(Z, Y ) that are scheduled byAlg throughout its execution.
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Recall thatd denotes the total number of pairs scheduled byAlg (and sod = d(J1, J1) + d(J1, J2) +
d(J2, J2)). Let d[t1,t2](Z, Y ) denote the number of pairs in(Z, Y ) that are scheduled byAlg in the
interval [t1, t2]. We use the shorthandd1(J1, J1) to denoted[1,αn](J1, J1), and the shorthandd2(J1, J1)
to denoted[αn+1,|Alg|](J1, J1).

Turning to the optimal schedule,OPT, recall that by Claim 5.3 we may assume without loss of
generality that all pairs of jobs in(J1, J1) that are scheduled byOPT from roundαn and onward, are
scheduled consecutively starting at this round. Letℓ0 be the last round in whichOPT schedules a pair
of jobs from (J1, J1). We denote byq the total number of rounds in whichOPT schedules either a
singleton job or no job at all, whereq1 is the number of such rounds until roundℓ0, andq2 is the number
of such rounds after roundℓ0.
We start by giving a simple lower bound onx = |X|.

Claim 5.8 x ≥ (1
2 − α)n −

(
d1(J1, J1) + 2d2(J1, J1)

)
.

Proof: Each job inJ1 is scheduled in one of the following ways: (i) by roundαn, or (ii) between rounds
αn + 1 and t0 as part of the matched pairs in the maximum matching, or (iii)after roundt0 when it
belongs to the independent setX. Therefore,

|J1| =
(
αn + d1(J1, J1)

)
+ 2d2(J1, J1) + x (8)

The claim follows from|J1| ≥ n
2 and Eq. 8.

We next state the main technical claim in this subsection. Recall thatq denotes the number of rounds in
which OPTschedules a singleton job or no job at all.

Claim 5.9 q ≥
(

1
4 − α

)
· n− 3

2d .

In order to prove Claim 5.9, we prove several subclaims concerning q. Recall thatx3 = |X3| whereX3

is the subset of jobs inX that are scheduled byAlg as singletons in the interval of rounds[rmax, |Alg|].
By definition ofAlg, these jobs are scheduled consecutively in the lastx3 rounds.

Claim 5.10 q ≥ x3 −
(
αn + d1(J1, J1) + d2(J1, J1) + d(J1, J2)

)
.

Proof: We upper bound the number of jobs fromX3 thatOPTpaired with some other job. A jobj ∈ X3

can be paired inOPT with a job in one of the following three subsets: (1) Jobs thatare scheduled by
the algorithm in rounds[1, . . . , αn], that is,JAlg

≤αn; (2) Jobs inJ1 that are matched by the algorithm and
scheduled in pairs from roundαn + 1 to roundt0; (3) Jobs inJ2 that are paired with jobs inJ1. Note
that a jobj ∈ X3 cannot be paired byOPT with a job inJ2 that was scheduled by the algorithm in a
pair together with another job fromJ2. OtherwiseAlg would have scheduledj together with a job inJ2,
since it gives precedence to pairs from(J1, J2) over pairs from(J2, J2).

The number of jobs in the first category, that is|JAlg
≤αn|, is αn + d1(J1, J1). To bound the number of

jobs in the second category, recall thatd2(J1, J1) denotes the size of a maximum matching between jobs
in X. Therefore the number of jobs inX3 that can be matched to jobs that participate in this matching
cannot be larger thand2(J1, J1). Finally, the number of jobs in the third category isd(J1, J2), and the
claim follows.

We shall need the following lemma about matchings for our next lower bound onq.

Lemma 5.11 Let H = (V,E) denote a graph. LetH ′ = (V ′, E′) denote a subgraph ofH induced
by V ′ ⊆ V . Let MH andMH′ denote maximum matchings inH andH ′ respectively. Then|MH | ≤
|MH′ |+ |V \ V ′|.
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Proof: The edges inMH consist of two disjoint types: those that are adjacent to at least one vertex in
V \ V ′ and those that are adjacent to two vertices inV ′. The number of edges inMH of the first type is
at most|V \ V ′|, and the number of edges of the second type is at most|MH′ |. The lemma follows.

Recall thatq = q1 + q2 whereq1 is the number of rounds until roundℓ0 in which OPT schedules
either a singleton job or no job at all, andq2 is the number of such rounds after roundℓ0. Also recall that
ℓ0 is the last round inOPT with a pair of jobs fromJ1. In order to obtain our second lower bound onq,
we prove two claims that lower boundq1 andq2.

Claim 5.12 q1 ≥ ℓ0 − t0 − d1(J1, J1) .

Proof: By Claim 5.3, we may assume that up to roundℓ0, OPT schedules only jobs fromJ1. Up to
roundℓ0, OPTschedules jobs either as singletons (and their number isq1) or as pairs in(J1, J1). Let H
denote the subgraph of the agreement graph induced byJ1, and letMH denote a maximum matching in
H. Since the pairs of jobs scheduled in roundsℓ0 − q1 form a matching inH, then,

|MH | ≥ ℓ0 − q1. (9)

We use Lemma 5.11 to bound|MH |. Let H ′ denote the subgraph ofH induced byJ1 ∩ JAlg
>αn. By

the definition ofAlg, |MH′ | = d2(J1, J1). The differenceV (H) \ V (H ′) is the set of jobsJAlg
≤αn and

containsαn + d1(J1, J1) jobs. Apply Lemma 5.11 to obtain

|MH | ≤ |MH′ |+ |V (H) \ V (H ′)|
= d2(J1, J1) + αn + d1(J1, J1) (10)

Recall thatt0 = αn + d2(J1, J1). Hence,

ℓ0 ≤ q1 + |MH | (by Eq. 9)

≤ q1 + d2(J1, J1) + αn + d1(J1, J1) (by Eq. 10)

= q1 + t0 + d1(J1, J1) (t0 = αn + d2(J1, J1)),

and the claim follows.

Recall thatx1 = |X1| whereX1 is the subset of jobs inX that are scheduled as singletons before
roundrmax.

Claim 5.13 q2 ≥ x1 + t0 − ℓ0 − d(J2, J2).

Proof: Let {t1, t2, . . . , tx1
} denote the set of rounds during whichAlg schedules singletons inX1. In

each roundti, the set of pending jobs does not contain jobs inJ2 (since the LIFO policy ofAlg implies
that precedence is given toJ2 over J1). In each round during the interval(ti, ti+1), the algorithm
schedules at least one job fromJ2. By the end of this interval, no job fromJ2 is pending. Hence,

|J[ti,ti+1]| = ti+1 − ti − 1 + d[ti,ti+1](J2, J2), (11)

and
|J[αn+1,t1]| = t1 − t0 − 1 + d[αn+1,t1](J2, J2) (12)

Note thatJ[ti−1,ti] andJ[ti,ti+1] are disjoint since no job arrives in roundti (or else the algorithm would
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schedule that job and not a job fromX1). We now sum Eq. 11 (for1 ≤ i < x1) and Eq. 12 to obtain

|J[αn+1,tx1
]| = |J[αn+1,t1]|+

x1−1∑

i=1

|J[ti,ti+1]|

= t1 − t0 − 1 + d[αn+1,t1](J2, J2) +

x1−1∑

i=1

(ti+1 − ti − 1 + d[ti,ti+1](J2, J2))

= tx1
− t0 − x1 + d[αn+1,tx1

](J2, J2)

≤ tx1
− t0 − x1 + d(J2, J2) (13)

In each round in the interval[ℓ0 +1, tx1
], OPTschedules either a singleton (counted inq2) or a pair from

(J1, J2) or from (J2, J2). That is, in each pair there is at least one job fromJ2. Hence,

tx1
− ℓ0 ≤ q2 + J[αn,tx1

] , (14)

from which it follows that

q2 ≥ tx1
− ℓ0 − J[αn,tx1

]

≥ tx1
− ℓ0 − (tx1

− t0 − x1 + d(J2, J2)) (by Eq. 13)

= t0 + x1 − ℓ0 − d(J2, J2)) .

We are now ready to prove Claim 5.9, and following it, Lemma 5.7.

Proof of Claim 5.9. We use Claims 5.12 and 5.13 to bound the total number of singletonsq in OPT.

q = q1 + q2

≥
(
ℓ0 − t0 − d1(J1, J1)

)
+

(
t0 + x1 − ℓ0 − d(J2, J2)

)

= x1 − d1(J1, J1)− d(J2, J2) . (15)

By combining Eq. 15 and Claim 5.10, the number of singletons in OPT is at least

q ≥ max
{

x1 −
(
d1(J1, J1) + d(J2, J2)

)
, x3 −

(
αn + d1(J1, J1) + d2(J1, J1) + d(J1, J2)

)}
(16)

We further develop the lower bound onq as follows.

q ≥ 1

2
·
(
x1 + x3 −

(
αn + 2d1(J1, J1) + d2(J1, J1) + d(J1, J2) + d(J2, J2)

))
(max≥ average)

=
1

2
·
(
x− x2 −

(
αn + 2d1(J1, J1) + d2(J1, J1) + d(J1, J2) + d(J2, J2)

))
(x = x1 + x2 + x3)

=
1

2
·
(
x−

(
αn + 2d1(J1, J1) + d2(J1, J1) + 2d(J1, J2) + d(J2, J2)

))
(x2 = d(J1, J2))

≥ 1

2
·
((

1

2
− 2α

)
· n−

(
3d1(J1, J1) + 3d2(J1, J1) + 2d(J1, J2) + d(J2, J2)

))
(by Claim 5.8)

Sinced equals the total number of pairs scheduled byAlg, it follows that

q ≥
(

1

4
− α

)
· n− 3

2
d (17)

as required.
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Proof of Lemma 5.7. The makespan ofOPT equals the number of roundsq in which OPT schedules
a singleton job or no job at all, plus the number of rounds in which OPT schedules pairs. Since the
number of pairsOPT schedules is at least1

2(n− q), by Eq. 17,

|OPT| ≥ n− q

2
+ q =

n + q

2
≥

(
5

8
− 1

2
α

)
n− 3

4
d (18)

By Claim 5.2,|Alg| = n − d, and since|OPT| ≥ n/2, it follows that the competitive ratio is at
most n−d

n/2 . We consider two cases: (1) Ifd ≥ 1
2αn, then n−d

n/2 ≤ 2 − α. (2) If d < 1
2αn, we bound the

competitive ratioρ, using Eq. 18, by

ρ ≤ n− d

(5/8 − (1/2)α)n − 3
4d

(19)

We compare the right hand side of Eq. 19 with2− α. By solving a quadratic equation, we obtain that if
α ≤ 1/7, thenρ ≤ 2− α, as required.

Dealing with the case thatn is not divisible by 7. In the general case wheren is not divisible by7,
α is bounded by17 − 6

n ≤ α ≤ 1
7 . Recall that Lemma 5.4 is applicable for every0 < α < 1, and Lemma

5.7 is applicable forα ≤ 1
7 . Hence, we get the following bound on the competitive ratio.

|Alg| ≤ (2− α) · |OPT|

≤
(

2−
(

1

7
− 6

n

))
· |OPT| (α ≥ 1

7
− 6

n
)

=

(
2− 1

7

)
· |OPT|+ 6

n
· |OPT|

≤
(

2− 1

7

)
· |OPT|+ 6 (|OPT| ≤ n)

5.5 A “Slightly” Randomized Algorithm

In this subsection we remove the assumption that the algorithm knowsn by allowing the algorithm to
flip one random bit. We analyze the expected competitive ratio of the randomized algorithm, where the
expectation is taken over the random bit.

We first observe that Claim 5.1 still holds. That is, we may assume that the (randomized) online
algorithmAlg is never left without any pending jobs. Recall that the argument in the proof of Claim 5.1
was that, otherwise, we define another algorithmAlg-Res, that restartsAlg each time it is left with no
pending jobs. This seems to imply that we would need a new, independent, random bit each time we
restartAlg. However, the bound on the competitive ratio ofAlg-Reswas derived based on the very last
execution ofAlg, and hence it is possible to “re-use” the same random bit in all executions.

Next we observe that the online algorithmAlg described in Subsection 5.2 actually consists of two
algorithms:Alg1 for the case that|J1| < n/2 andAlg2 for the case that|J1| ≥ n/2. The idea is that
the randomized algorithm, which does not known, will simply flip a coin and according to its outcome
choose one of the algorithms. However, we shall first need to slightly modify the algorithms so that they
do not rely on knowingn. During the firstαn roundsAlg1 andAlg2 are simply non-lazy algorithms.
The difference between the algorithms is in their scheduling policy starting from roundαn + 1.

5.5.1 The First Algorithm

The first algorithm, which we refer to asAlg1, gives precedence to pairs over singletons, and schedules
singletons according to a FIFO policy. When it reaches roundrmax it computes an optimal schedule of
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the pending jobs. First note thatAlg1 does not actually need to know when roundαn arrives, and can
simply use the same policy (precedence to pairs plus FIFO over singletons) from the start. It seems from
its description that it needs to know when roundrmax arrives (that is, to know that alln jobs arrived).
However, we can do away with this knowledge as follows, wherewe call the modified algorithmAlg′1.

At the start of each round,Alg′1 computes an optimal schedule of the current pending jobs, that is,
a maximum matching in the agreement graph induced by the pending jobs (see Observation 3.1). If
there is any matched pair then it schedules this pair, otherwise it schedules a singleton job according
to a FIFO policy. Thus, on one hand, it still gives precedenceto pairs over singletons and schedules
singletons according to a FIFO policy. On the other hand, once it reaches roundrmax it schedules the
pending jobs optimally.Alg′1 actually belongs to the set of algorithms thatAlg1 defines for the case of
|J1| < n/2. Therefore Lemma 5.4 holds forAlg′1 and we get:

Lemma 5.14 For any choice ofα, if |J1| < n/2 then the competitive ratio of Alg′1 is 2− α.

5.5.2 The Second Algorithm

The second algorithm, denotedAlg2, was defined as follows (starting from roundαn + 1). At the
beginning of roundαn + 1 is finds a maximum matchingM of the pending jobs fromJ1, and schedules
the pairs in this matching in rounds[αn + 1, t0 = αn + |M |]. From roundt0 + 1 and onward, it
continues by giving precedence to pairs over singletons, where pairs in(J1, J2) have precedence over
pairs in(J2, J2), and singletons are scheduled according to a LIFO policy. Wenext modifyAlg2 so that
it will be oblivious ton (αn). We’ll show that the resulting algorithm, denotedAlg′2, has a competitive
ratio of 2− α′ when|J1| ≥ n/2, for α′ ≤ 1

9 .
The modified algorithm,Alg′2 is defined as follows: (i) It is non-lazy and gives precedenceto pairs

over singletons; (ii) It schedules pairs according to a lexicographic FIFO policy; (iii) It schedules sin-
gletons according to a LIFO policy. The main difference betweenAlg2 andAlg′2 is that while the former
schedules amaximummatching of the pending jobs inJ1 starting from roundαn + 1, the latter sched-
ules amaximalmatching of the pending jobs (because it gives precedence topairs over singletons and
schedules pairs according to a FIFO policy).
We show (recall thatJ1 is defined based onα):

Lemma 5.15 For α ≤ 1/9, if |J1| ≥ n/2 then the competitive ratio of Alg′2 is 2− α.

Proof: We follow the proof of Lemma 5.7 and only note what needs to be changed. The notation used
in the proof remains the same with one exception:d2(J1, J1) is no longer the size of the maximum
matchingM whose pairs (in(J1, J1)) are scheduled byAlg2 starting from roundαn + 1, but is the size
of the maximal matching of pairs in(J1, J1) scheduled byAlg′2 starting from roundαn + 1.

We first observe that Claim 5.8 remains unchanged. We next turn to the (sub)claims in whichq (the
number of rounds in whichOPT schedules a singleton job or no job at all) is bounded (and which leads

to Claim 5.9). The bound in Claim 5.10 is modified fromq ≥ x3 −
(
αn + d1(J1, J1) + d2(J1, J1) +

d(J1, J2)
)

to:

q ≥ x3 −
(
αn + d1(J1, J1) + 2d2(J1, J1) + d(J1, J2)

)
. (20)

The reasoning is that sinceAlg′2 schedules a maximal matching of sized2(J1, J1) rather than a maximum
matching, jobs inX3 may be paired byOPT with all 2d2(J1, J1) jobs fromJ1 that participate in the
matching. Note that it is still true thatOPTcannot pair jobs inX3 with jobs that were scheduled byAlg′2
in pairs from(J2, J2) because of the lexicographic FIFO policy thatAlg′2 applies to pairs.

Since the size of a maximum matching in a graph is at most twicethe size of any maximal matching,
the bound in Claim 5.12 is changed from:q1 ≥ ℓ0 − t0 − d1(J1, J1) to

q1 ≥ ℓ0 − t0 − d1(J1, J1)− d2(J1, J1) . (21)
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The bound in Claim 5.13 remains unchanged, that is:

q2 ≥ x1 + t0 − ℓ0 − d(J2, J2) . (22)

(wheret0 = αn + d2(J1, J1) as before, that is, it is the last round in whichAlg′2 schedules pairs in
(J1, J1)). By combining Eq. 21 and Eq. 22 we obtain:

q ≥ x1 − d1(J1, J1)− d2(J1, J1)− d(J2, J2) (23)

and by combining Eq. 23 with Eq. 20 we get:

q ≥ max
{

x1 −
(
d1(J1, J1) + d2(J1, J2) + d(J2, J2)

)
,

x3 −
(
αn + d1(J1, J1) + 2d2(J1, J1) + d(J1, J2)

)}
(24)

By developing this expression (similarly to what was done inthe proof of Claim 5.9) we obtain:

q ≥
(

1

4
− α′

)
· n− 5

2
d . (25)

By continuing in a manner analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.7 we get that the competitive ratio of
Alg′2 (conditioned on|J2| ≥ n/2) is upper bounded by2− α′ for α′ ≤ 1/9.

5.5.3 The Randomized Algorithm

Let Alg′ be a randomized algorithm that flips a single fair coin and according to its outcome decides
whether to executeAlg′1 or Alg′2. By combining Lemmas 5.14 and 5.15 (and using the fact that the
competitive ratio ofAlg′1 andAlg′2 is at most2) we get:

Theorem 9 The competitive ratio of Alg′ is 2− 1
2α′ = 2− 1

18 in expectation.

5.5.4 Lower Bound for Randomized Online Algorithms

Theorem 10 The competitive ratio of any randomized online algorithm isat least5/4.

Proof: At step 1,n vertices that form an independent set in the agreement graphare released. At step
n/2 + 1, n/2 additional vertices are released; they form a matching withhalf of the earlier vertices.
This completes the construction. The optimal solution is toschedule first then/2 non-matched isolated
vertices, followed by then/2 pairs, for a makespan ofn.

Any randomized algorithm can schedule at most half of the non-matched vertices during the first
n/2 steps, in expectation. Thus, at stepn/2 + 1, it has at least expectedn/4 non-matched vertices left,
along withn/2 pairs (or parts thereof). Hence, its makespan is at least expected5n/4, for a performance
ratio of 5/4.

6 A Reduction tok-Set-Cover

Consider the problem of scheduling unit jobs with conflicts on m machines, wherem is constant. We
present a reduction of this problem to finding a minimum set cover for the case in which all sets have
cardinality at mostm (in short,m-set-cover).

Let G = (J,E) denote the conflict graph of a scheduling problem with unit jobs onm machines.
We reduceG to a set system〈S, U〉 in which every set contains at mostm elements as follows. The set
of elementsU is simplyJ . The collection of subsetsS is the set of all cliques of size at mostm in the
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agreement graphG. Note that ifA ∈ S, then every subsetA′ ⊂ A is also in the collectionS. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between coversS ′ ⊆ S of U by disjoint sets and schedulesT of jobs
in J usingm machines (here we ignore the order of rounds in a schedule andregard two schedules to
be the same if one can be obtained from the other only by permuting the order of the rounds and the
assignment of jobs to machines within each round). This correspondence maps a disjoint coverS ′ to a
scheduleTS′ such that the makespan ofTS′ equals the cardinality ofS ′.

Thek-set-cover problem has an approximation algorithm whose ratio equalsHk − 1
2 [DF97]. The

reduction tok-set-cover implies that scheduling unit jobs onk machines is not harder to approximate
thank-set-cover.

Claim 6.1 The problem of scheduling unit jobs with conflicts onm machines (wherem is constant)
has an approximation algorithm whose approximation ratioHm − 1

2 . In particular, for m = 3, a
4
3 -approximation exists.

We remark that the tight example in [DF97] form = 3 also holds for scheduling unit jobs with
conflicts. It remains open whether minimum makespan scheduling of unit jobs with conflicts onm
machines is as hard to approximate asm-set-cover (SCm).
The following lemma, for the case of jobs with varying sizes,is proved by scaling.

Lemma 6.2 The problem of scheduling jobs with conflicts onm machines (wherem is constant) has an
approximation algorithm whose approximation ratio2 · ⌈log2

maxj pj

minj pj
⌉ · (Hm − 1

2 ).

Proof: The algorithm, which we denote by Scaled-m-Set-Cover (SSCm), works as follows. First it
divides the jobs into binsJi such thatj ∈ Ji if 2i−1 ≤ pj ≤ 2i, for i = ⌈log2(minj pj)⌉ +
1, . . . , ⌈log2(maxj pj)⌉ (a job j with pj = 2i that can be inJi or in Ji+1, will arbitrarily be in one
of them). Denote bỹJi the set of jobs inJi when the size of each is rounded up to2i. Namely, for each
jℓ ∈ Ji there is a job̃jℓ of size2i in J̃i, where the edges between the jobs are as in the original agreement
graph. For each binJi, SSCm runsm-set-cover onJ̃i. Let SCm(J̃i) be the corresponding schedule. For
each subset{j̃1, . . . j̃t} of SCm(J̃i), SSCm schedules{j1, . . . jt} concurrently (in time at most2i).

Recall thatOPT(Ji) denotes the optimal makespan forJi. We now bound the makespan of the
schedule SSCm(Ji).

|SSCm(Ji)| ≤ |SCm(J̃i)| (by rounding)

≤ (Hm −
1

2
) · |OPT(J̃i)| (approximation ofm-set-cover)

≤ 2 · (Hm −
1

2
) · |OPT(Ji)| (rounding up only doubles the makespan)

Let imin
△
= ⌈log2(minj pj)⌉ andimax

△
= ⌈log2(maxj pj)⌉ − 1. The makespan of SSCm is the sum

of the makespans of the schedules SSCm(Ji) for i = imin, . . . , imax.
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|SSCm| =
imax∑

i=imin

|SSCm(Ji)|

≤
imax∑

i=imin

2 · (Hm −
1

2
) · |OPT(Ji)|

≤
imax∑

i=imin

2 · (Hm −
1

2
) · |OPT|

= 2 · (imax − imin + 1) · (Hm −
1

2
) · |OPT|

= 2 ·
⌈
log2

maxj pj

minj pj

⌉
· (Hm −

1

2
) · |OPT|

Scaling can be further extended to yield the following approximation ratio.

Claim 6.3 The problem of scheduling jobs with conflicts onm machines (wherem is constant) has an
approximation algorithm whose approximation ratioO(log min{maxj pj

minj pj
, n} · log m).

Proof: Partition the jobs into tiny jobs, whose processing times satisfy pj < 1
n2 · 1

m · p(J), and to
normal jobs, whose processing time satisfiespj ≥ 1

n2 · 1
m · p(J). Apply Lemma 6.2 to the normal jobs.

Since the ratiomaxj pj

minj pj
for normal jobs is bounded bym · n2, the approximation ratio of the makespan

obtained for normal jobs is bounded byO(log n · log m). Schedule the tiny jobs separately on a single
machine. The makespan for the tiny jobs is bounded by1

n ·
p(J)
m ≤ 1

n · |OPT|.
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A m Machines & Arbitrary Processing Times

In this section we analyze the makespan of the greedy mutual exclusion (GME) algorithm in the case
of m machines and jobs of arbitrary (integral) processing times. This is essentially the algorithm that
is derived from the work of [GG75], and we present its analysis for completeness. We note that the
algorithm and its analysis can be extended to non-integral processing times. We prove that GME obtains
an(m + 1)/2-approximation of the makespan, and show this ratio to be tight for this algorithm.

A listing of the GME algorithm appears below. Note that, in the description of the algorithm, after a
hole is scheduled in a machine’s slot, then the machine is notconsidered vacant during this slot anymore.

GME(G = (J,E),m) : Greedy Mutual Exclusion schedules the jobsJ with conflict graphG on m
machines.

1: while J 6= ∅ do
2: Let t denote the first round that contains a vacant slot.
3: if exists a jobj ∈ J that agrees with all the jobs already scheduled in roundt then
4: Pick a machine that has a vacant slot in roundt and schedulej on that machine during rounds

[t, t + pj − 1].
5: J ← J \ {j}
6: else
7: Schedule a hole in roundt on each machine that has a vacant slot in roundt.
8: end if
9: end while

For simplicity we described GME round by round, so that the running time of the algorithm, as de-
scribed, is pseudo-polynomial. The algorithm can quite easily be modified to run in (strictly) polyno-
mial time by working in phases as follows. In each phase we consider a machine with minimal load
(that is, the smallest number of occupied slots). If we can schedule a job on that machine, we do so.
Otherwise, we schedule ablock (sequence) of holeson this machine (and all other machines that have
the same load), so that their load now equals the second largest load. It follows that a job is scheduled
everym′ ≤ m phases.

Analysis of GME’s makespan. We now prove the following lemma.

Lemma A.1 GME is an(m+1
2 )-approximation algorithm for the makespan.
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Proof: Fix an input and consider the schedule that is computed by an execution of GME. Letslices(t)
denote the set of job slices that are scheduled in roundt by GME. Let Ak denote the set of rounds
in which k jobs are scheduled (namely,t ∈ Ak iff |slices(t)| = k). Let A≥2

△
=

⋃m
i=2 Ai (note that

|A≥2| =
∑m

i=2 |Ai| since the setsAi are disjoint).
The proof is based on the following two equations:

|A1| ≤ |OPT| (26)

|A≥2| ≤
1

2
(p(J) − |A1|) (27)

Equation (26) holds because the set of jobs that have slices in
⋃

t∈A1
slices(t) form an independent

set in the agreement graphG. Indeed, supposej1 andj2 contain slices that are scheduled in rounds
t1, t2 ∈ A1, respectively, wheret1 < t2. If j1 andj2 are not conflicting jobs, thenj2 would have been
scheduled by GME in roundt1 together withj1. In this case, roundt1 would not be inA1.

Equation (27) holds because GME schedulesp(J)−|A1| job slices during the roundsA2∪· · ·∪Am,
at least two per round. Observe that the sump(J) =

∑
j pj of processing times satisfies

p(J) = m · |OPT| − |holes(OPT)| (28)

GME’s makespan equals|A1|+ |A≥2|, which we bound as follows:

|A1|+ |A≥2| ≤
1

2
· (p(J) + |A1|) (by Eq. 27)

≤ 1

2
· (p(J) + |OPT|) (by Eq. 26) (29)

≤
(

m + 1

2

)
· |OPT| − |holes(OPT)|

2
(by Eq. 28)

≤
(

m + 1

2

)
· |OPT|,

and the lemma follows.

The proof of Lemma A.1 implies that holes in the optimal schedule (i.e.,|holes(OPT)| > 0) reduce
the approximation ratio of GME. For example, if|holes(OPT)| ≥ m

2 · |OPT|, then the approximation
ratio of GME is reduced tom4 + 1

2 .
We also note that the analysis of GME was based on the fact thatit is 2-nonlazy, and so the bound

obtained holds for any 2-nonlazy algorithm.

Tightness of the approximation of the makespan. We present an example withm2 unit jobs over
m machines with the following property. All optimal schedules have a makespanm and lack holes.
However, GME might compute a “bad” schedule in which only twomachines are utilized. Moreover, in
this bad schedule there arem jobs that GME schedules alone. This implies that the ratio of(m + 1)/2
is indeed tight.

The set of jobs isJ = {(i, ℓ) | (i, ℓ) ∈ [0, . . . ,m − 1] × [0, . . . ,m − 1]}. The edges of the
agreement graphG = (J,E) form m cliques of sizem, where theith clique is over the set of vertices
{i} × [0, . . . ,m− 1]. Suppose thatm is even. We add “matching” edges((2i, ℓ), (2i + 1, ℓ)), for each
i ∈ [0, . . . ,m/2 − 2] and eachℓ ∈ [0, . . . ,m − 2]. Note that, all the vertices, except the “last” one, are
matched in each clique. Figure 8 (A) depicts the agreement graph.

An optimal schedule can schedule each clique in a single round, thus completing the schedule in
m rounds. GME, on the other hand, might select pairs of jobs that are connected by matching edges.
Each such pair is a maximal clique in the agreement graph, namely, no other job can be scheduled
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concurrently. After schedulingm(m − 1)/2 pairs of matching jobs, GME is left withm independent
jobs inG. These jobs are then scheduled as singletons, as claimed above.

A similar construction exists for odd values ofm. Here, each clique is partitioned into3 parts:
(a) the left part{i} × [0, . . . , (m − 1)/2 − 1], (b) the right part{i} × [(m − 1)/2,m − 2], and (c) the
last vertex(i,m − 1). Note that the left and right parts each contain(m − 1)/2 vertices. Now, we add
edges that form a perfect matching from the right part of cliquei to the left part of cliquei+1 (modm).
Figure 8 (B) depicts the agreement graph in this construction. A similar argument shows that the greedy
algorithm might compute a schedule whose makespan ism + m(m− 1)/2.

last vertex in clique

clique of size m−1

matching
edges

(A)

(B)

last vertex in clique

clique of size m−1

left part right part

Figure 8: Tight constructions for the greedy algorithm. (A)A construction for the case thatm is even.
(B) A construction for odd values ofm. Them cliques are arranged in a cycle.
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